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They run ECDD reports some of the “high roller” clients and most of them come back with
multiple allegations of them being linked to Chinese Triads with no action being taken due to
them bringing in millions of dollars into the casino. Customers are also never exited from
Crown; they are only “banned” from the venue with the customers being able to appeal for
their status to be unbanned (ie pay their way back). A certain individual who has been
banned from Australia was only banned from Crown casino the day that Australia
announced that he would be banned from the country, however Crown allowed his Junket
Programs to still run for some time. The Majority of the Junket programs running in Crown
are runned by individuals and companies with known ties to the Triad and criminals. Yet
Crown refuses to shut down those programs all because they are bringing in the “big bucks”
as i have been told.

F. Whether Crown Resorts is a Suitable Associate of Crown Melbourne.
-Crown resorts is definitely an associate of Crown Melbourne as the Hotel staff does send
the AML Team unusual activity reports (although no action is usually taken).

H. Whether any other existing associates of Crown Melbourne are not Suitable Associates of
Crown Melbourne.
I. If you consider that any other existing associates of Crown Melbourne are not Suitable
Associates of Crown Melbourne, what action (if any) would be required for those persons to
become Suitable Associates of Crown Melbourne.
- The entire AML team in Crown Melbourne needs to go in particular the GM and Senior
Manager in general due to their nonchalant attitude towards AML and how they think the
regulator is a joke (this was put down in writing in email – however It would not surprise me if
the email cannot be found as they are known to edit emails to help their case). They have
even created “documents’ to show that they are planning on creating a case manager with
proper systems in place however in my time there they never wanted to act on them as they
said they would never be regulated and probably only start editing or pushing forward the
plans if the regulator does come in, the documents they have are for show and should not be
taken seriously in how they are able to show that they are “changing”.
A new AML team needs to be put in place with proper individuals that take AML matters
seriously.
J. Whether you consider changes to relevant Victorian legislation, including the Casino
Control Act and the Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation Act 2011, as
well as the Crown Melbourne Contracts, are necessary for the State to address your findings
and implement your recommendations.
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K .Whether there are any other matters necessary to satisfactorily resolve the matters set
out in paragraphs A to J, above.

